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)CDevelopment requires a number of steps 
from initial idea to released product:



MY
x Started game development in 2005

x Questions asked:
+ What tools are out there?

+ What do I need to know to develop a 3D computer
game?

+ What about XBox games? Playstation, Wii (recently)

+ Where do I find these things?

+Google search!!!
x Google is now a verb in the Oxford English Dictionary!



x Search "3D game development tools"
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x Too many products out there!

x Some free and some not...

x Which one do , choose? What will my
~ students' learning curve be? Etc..

x So, categorized them
+ Game Development Tools
+ Implementation tools



x 20 gamedevelopm
+ Game Editor

x.interactive m.ultimedla tool for game development
x simple and intuitive interface
x develop2Dgamesfor personal computers and

mobile devices!

+ Sphere
x 2D RPG (Role Playing Game) engine
x allows people with not much programming

experience to create role-playing games



3D game development
tools

x 3D Game Maker
* uses a point and click interface
* simple to use
* allows one of 8 genres
* pick from pre-made characters

t * good for developing games by changing set capabilities



x 3D Ga.mestudio
* number of versions with increased capability
* development system for virtual worlds, simulations and 2D

and 3D computer games.
*: combineslite-C programming language and

>< a high end 3D engine and a 2D engine,
>< a physics engine,
>< level, terrain and .model editors,
x a template system for creating games without

programming, and
>< huge libraries of 3D objects, artwork and ready~

assembled games.



Forza.. Motorsport - .Miorosoft

)( Game Environment Creation
+3DRenderingsystems

xAutodesk 3DsMax
* generate realistic characters
* create rich and comple)( des.ignvisualization Ja<ie Empire - aiowar~

*used for shading, texturing, Ilhting,and rendering on
projects ranging from featurefHmsto televisiion
commercials to musIc videos

xAutodesk®Maya®
* softwareisa powerful, integrated 3D modeling,

animation, effectsa.nd renderi.ng solution
used formodeHngand cre.ature work

Star Wars: Knights of the old republic- Bloware



Gaming Engines
x Delta3D (open source)

* Full gaming engine
* Includes 3D environment. editor

x GarageGames'Torque
* whole gam.e development approach
* provide the technology, framework, methodology, tools where you

provide the creativity and the drive to make your game.



Gaming Engines for console g me dev lopment



x The UnrealEngine2Runtime:. Demo Version
* for non-commercial and educational u..se
* cross-platf rm~ real-t.ime 3D rendering solutions
* Runtime provides a.. stable, robust pl.atlormfor interactive

walkthroughs and simulations.
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x Materials Education Game (MEG) environment is
an environment that was developed for use in a
Materials Science educational game.

x This environment uses the principles of gaming for
teaching a core concept in Materials Engineering.

~ x Autodesk's 3dsMax was used for the graphics
generation and animation.
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Levell
Identification

Level 2
Association

Level 3

Coordinates

Level 2-1 Level 2-2 Level 3-1 Level 3-2

The user would
Given theThe user has to be given tasks User is given a

coordinates, havenavigate the that show them a material and The user identify the user navigateenvironment to particular would have to the coordinates of
'pick' the correct structure and the pick a structure a highlighted atom

through the
environment tostructure provided user would have that corresponds within a structure reach the correctin the task given. to identify the to that material.

structure name atom
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INTERACTIVE VIRTUAL CLEANROOM ENVIRONMENT
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x E- ea ning as game- ike environments
+ Take a fully functional e-tool and add a timer: for

example, creates a game-like environme where
students can use the tool to see how quickly they can
answer the questions.

+ Creates a competitive environment while at the same
time assessing the student knowledge.

+ Also, providing success rate allows use in the classroom
by teachers for assessment.



x CLOT implements a novel approach to online
learning which is the development of web-based
online practice tools.
+ randomly generate problem statements

x(no t randomly choose from a list) and
+ allow students to solve problems through a step

by-step process
+ Assess responses at each step 'Just In Time'

(JIT) .
)( Built using Adobe Macromedia Flash ActionScript
)( Portable and web-based -l> available any time,

anywhere
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v Chain and product rule tools (college
calculus level)

v Again, adding timers and providing success
rate make for a game-like environment
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